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Clean casting beds. Environmentally friendly, economical and precisely dosed release 
agent. Efficiently laid out stressing wires. All this with just one machine. For quick 
and easy execution of these otherwise labour-intensive preparations with only minimal 
effort.

Brush
Vacuum

4 in 1
Multitasking

3 in 1
Multitasking

Cleaning, aspirating dirt, oiling 
and pulling out stressing wire

Cleaning, oiling, pulling out 
stressing wire

The ultimate solution. All preparation work with only one machine.

The cost-effective solution. 

1,000 l
Dirt container capacity



Powerful, efficient and 
without residues

Time saving through 
minimal effort

High sustainability 
and gentle use of 
release agent

maxclean
Vanquish dust 
and clean 
professionally

maxclean
Product video

maxclean Vacuum
The maxclean Vacuum is the ultimate solution for preparing the production bed. Three brushes 
clean the casting bed surface and rails, the powerful suction collects all residues from the last 
production in just one step. Even dust is removed. In a second step, the stressing wires can be pulled 
out. The casting bed surface can be sprayed with a release agent evenly, sparingly and in an 
environmentally friendly manner.

maxclean Brush
The maxclean Brush is the cost-effective solution for cleaning and preparing the production bed. 
After cleaning the casting bed surface and rails by brushes, the dirt is picked up manually at the end 
of the casting bed and disposed of. In a second step, all the stressing wires can be pulled out. The 
casting bed surface can be sprayed with a release agent evenly, sparingly and 
in an environmentally friendly manner.
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Optimum cleaning of the casting bed

Cleaning, removing dirt, oiling and extracting 
the stressing wires in one operation

Environmentally conscious and economical 
oiling of the casting bed surface

maxmachines

Main benefits



We combine both.

Quality and 
efficiency
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Exciting news
from the industry:
Discover our social media 
channels!

Designed 
developed and 
made in Germany


